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Introduction

• Introduction
• Transition process on Ameland
• Citizen engagement and participation
• Case: Buren geeft Energie (Frank Pierie)
• Conclusion
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Highlight: Ameland

Ameland: a shining example in ESTRAC

– The Ameland Approach
– Learning History
– ESSIM
– Buren: We Plan Energy 

Toolkit
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Final Report Built Environment

Techno-economic modelling

ESSIM/EDSL plus KPIs
Integrated Heat Scenario

Sociaal participatory analytic tools

Social Fingerprint
Participatory framework

and tool

Participatory intervention tools

Charrette approach
We Plan Energy Toolkit

Integrated approach 

Ameland approach
Integrated Scenario 

Analysis
Learning history
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The Ameland Approach

The island as a breeding ground for incumbents, 
entrepreneurial technologists, policymakers and 

engaged citizens
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Energy Transition on Local and Regional Level

• RE = decentralised, small scale, dispersed
• ‘Institutionalization’
• Local and regional initiatives
• Impact of renewables on daily lives
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Emerging Issues

• Role and relevance of citizen empowerment

• Understanding how and why transition pathways
work in one place and not in another

• Role of place-based factors and external
conditions
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Research framework

• Transition pathway: 5 stages

• Relation local place context and external
conditions

• Involvement of local actors
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Setting the stage

• Population of 3750, in four
villages

• Unesco World Heritage
• Popular holiday destination
• Energy system comparable

with rest of NL, except for: 
tourism, ferry, NAM 
platform 
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1. Setting up the Initiative
• Covenant Sustainable Ameland

• 2006: start of cooperation  in 
“Kwajongensclub”

• Ambition: self-sufficient in 
2020

• Self-sufficiency narrative
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2. Niche development
• Innovative projects: 

– Natural gas station
– Mix hydrogen in the net
– Hre boilers
– Heatpower co-generator
– Fuel cells
– Hybrid heat pumps

• Highlight: Amelander Energy Cooperative and solar park
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3. External regime challenges

• Electrification of the NAM 
platform

• Energy network project
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4. Evaluation

• Change of perspective
• New partners (Entrance, 

TNO, Alliander)
• New insights:

– Energy system approach
– Lessons Learned

• Evaluation study + ESSIM
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ESTRAC: ESDL+ ESSIM 
• Insight in CO2 reduction
• Energy System Description

Language: enables a uniform 
‘description’ of the energy system  

• Energy System Simulator: 
simulates the energy flows in the
energy system (demand, supply, 
conversion etc.)

• KPI modules: to assess and
monitor results of simulation
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ESTRAC: Learning History

• Main conclusions:
– More transparant and programmatic approach
– Formulate concrete ambition for CO2 reduction
– Include local participation

• Change of ambition: Ameland frontrunner, 15 
years ahead of the rest of the Netherlands
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5. Local actors and network building

• Long practice of involving
and connecting to
Amelanders

• AEC
• Kitchen table talks
• Charrettes
• Advise to intensify

participation
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Some overall insights

• Unique process with atypical niche development
– Ameland = protected space enabling niche development
– Local conditions: socio-cultural domain
– External input and regime pressure
– Inclusion of local citizens, in different roles

• “Test case” for the Netherlands: many issues that
emerged on Ameland also emerged elsewhere
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Where are we now?

• Ambitious programme: 
first “plan” 

• Participation = key
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Different shapes of participation

• Distinction between large production – technical
projects

• And built environment where citizens are by
definition “problem owners”
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Participation in Built environment

• Challenges in rural communities like Ameland:
– Differentiated housing stock, small numbers

• Tailor made approach: “talk to everyone” using
existing local networks

• Heat transition vision (TVW)
• IANOS (Horizon 2020)
• PAW
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Buren geeft Energie 
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Example: the village of Buren
• Participatory intervention, 

the original idea: charrette

• Instead: interactive online 
sessions plus in person 
meetings

• Result: We Plan Energy 
Toolkit
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Buren geeft Energie: We Plan Energy Toolkit

Surveys, heat scans

Zero scan (village & house)

House model (measures to take in the house) 

Area (region) or village model (generation of renewable energy)

Road map  
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

• Experiments + program
• Knowledge of local and regional energy system
• Exploration of options (e.g. simulation)
• Connect to the wider system and cooperate
• Early involvement of citizens
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